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Daily Highlights

Computerworld reports a database intrusion by foreign hackers may have compromised Social
Security numbers and other sensitive data belonging to more than 14,000 current and former
employees at Ohio State University.  (See item 15)

• 

The New York Times reports the first vaccine against avian flu has won government approval;
the vaccine is directed against the H5N1 strain of influenza virus, which some public health
experts say could possibly spark a deadly epidemic of flu in humans.  (See item 25)

• 
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Energy Sector

Current Electricity Sector Threat Alert Levels: Physical: ELEVATED, Cyber:
ELEVATED
Scale: LOW, GUARDED, ELEVATED, HIGH, SEVERE [Source: ISAC for the Electricity Sector (ES−ISAC) −
http://www.esisac.com]

1. April 17, Associated Press — FBI says arrest imminent in sabotage of California power
agency. Federal agents on Tuesday, April 17, were investigating computer tampering and a
bomb threat at the headquarters of the agency that controls California's electricity transmission.
A local terrorism task force is investigating because of the potential impact on the state's power
grid. Agency spokesperson Stephanie McCorkle said there was no indication the acts were
related to terrorism. "All evidence indicates the suspect acted alone," she said. FBI
spokesperson Karen Ernst said a sole suspect had been identified and that the agency planned to
make an arrest. The tampering incident occurred around midnight Sunday and continued into
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Monday. It apparently involved someone on or near the agency's Folsom headquarters cutting
power to five computer systems that are used to buy and sell electricity in real−time, McCorkle
said. Neither the tampering nor the bomb threat disrupted the agency's operations. Employees
were evacuated for about 5 1/2 hours Monday afternoon. Control of the state's power grid was
transferred to a Southern California facility during the bomb scare. The overnight power outage
also did not affect the system's main computer backbone. Citing two people with knowledge of
the Cal−ISO operation, the Los Angeles Times reported that the suspect might be a disgruntled
contractor.
Source: http://www.mercurynews.com/news/ci_5687211

2. April 17, MSNBC — Study: Global oil production to peak by 2018. Global oil production
will peak sometime between next year and 2018 and then decline, according to a controversial
new model developed by a Swedish physicist. Some oil companies and consultancy firms such
as Cambridge Energy Research Associates speculate that oil will peak sometime after 2020, but
a number of oil geologists and executives predict it will happen much sooner. Previous
oil−peak models have used a “top−down” approach to estimate future production based on
three factors—past rates of total production, estimates of how much oil is left and a steady
decline rate. The new model, developed by Fredrik Robelius, a physicist and petroleum
engineer at the University of Uppsala in Sweden, uses a “bottom−up” approach based on
field−by−field analyses of the world's 333 giant oil fields. He pooled the contributions from all
the smaller fields together, treating them as an additional giant field. Robelius built his model
after analyzing the fields’ past production rates and their ultimate recoverable reserves. Then he
predicted how production will decline after peaking by incorporating rates of drop−off
observed at other fields. Finally, he combined his results with estimated forecasts for new field
developments from sources such as the deep ocean and Canadian oil sands.
Source: http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/18159257/

3. April 17, Associated Press — Egypt accuses nuclear employee of spying. An engineer from
Egypt's nuclear agency stole documents and gave them to Israel's Mossad intelligence service
in exchange for $17,000, a prosecutor said Tuesday, April 17, announcing the man's arrest on
espionage charges. The engineer's family denied the accusations. State security prosecutor
Hisham Badawi announced that two foreigners, one Japanese and one Irish, were also wanted
in the case. Badawi identified the Egyptian engineer as Mohammed Sayed Saber. He said Saber
was arrested February 18 after he returned to Egypt from Hong Kong, but authorities withheld
news of his detention during the investigation. Saber, 35, stole "important documents" from the
Atomic Energy Agency and gave them to Mossad agents in December in Hong Kong in return
for $17,000, Badawi said. Saber first met the two foreigners in Hong Kong between 2004 and
2006, Badawi added. News of Saber's arrest followed the detention in January of Mohammed
el−Attar, another Egyptian who also holds Canadian citizenship, on charges of spying for
Israel. El−Attar has pleaded not guilty to the charges and alleges he was forced to confess while
authorities tortured him by electrocution and other extreme measures.
Source: http://www.chron.com/disp/story.mpl/ap/world/4723072.html

4. April 17, Reuters — Climate fears, costs threaten coal−fired power plants. When it comes to
building more generating capacity, U.S. power companies are in a quandary. Increasing
demand for electricity has prompted the industry to propose construction of more than 150
coal−fired plants. But rising development costs and the prospect of tighter environmental
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regulations could mean that most of those projects will not get past the drawing board. Coal,
which generates about half the power in the United States, is the nation's most abundant fuel
and costs a fraction of cleaner−burning natural gas. It is also more economical and reliable than
renewable energy sources such as wind and solar. Experts say that even under optimal
conditions, many of these proposed plants would not be built as companies work through the
complicated process of balancing capital spending, energy market price projections and
regulatory approvals linked to new projects. But the rapidly accelerating drive to tackle global
warming combined with soaring building costs make construction even less likely. "A lot of
companies that have coal plants on the drawing board don't know if they can build because of
the uncertainty," said Dahlman Rose analyst Daniele Seitz.
Source: http://today.reuters.com/news/articlenews.aspx?type=reutersE
dge&storyID=2007−04−17T182519Z_01_N17402619_RTRUKOC_0_US−COA
L−POWER.xml&WTmodLoc=NewsHome_R4_reutersEdge−4

5. April 17, Platts Energy Bulletin — NRC commissioners approve two major rule revisions.
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) approved two major rule revisions Tuesday, April
17, including long−awaited changes to NRC's fitness−for−duty requirements and amendments
to the regulations allowing certain pre−construction activities. The NRC's drug and alcohol
testing program was revised to conform to other federal programs' requirements and establishes
requirements for managing worker fatigue. The fitness−for−duty revisions have been under
review for more than a decade.
Source: http://www.platts.com/Nuclear/News/7257949.xml?sub=Nuclear&p =Nuclear/News

6. April 13, Associated Press — Underwater turbines use the tide to produce electricity in
New York City. New York City is using the East River for a unique experiment in renewable
energy: Six giant turbines are being placed underwater in a $7 million project to harness the
energy of the tides and produce electricity. One of the 16−foot−diameter, windmill−like
turbines is already operating, supplying power to a grocery store and a garage on Roosevelt
Island. The other turbines are being installed over the next two weeks. Project organizers say
this is the first time the underwater−turbine concept has been used in the U.S. Said Trey Taylor
of Verdant Power, "We picked New York on purpose, because the regulations are so strict, and
because the East River is a tidal strait, there is a high current." The project is now entering an
18−month testing phase. Its backers hope to expand use of the technology in New York if it
works out. On average, the turbines rotate enough to generate electricity only about 77 percent
of the time. At full capacity, the 10−megawatt project could power 10,000 homes. Taylor wants
to place the technology in U.S. rivers like the St. Lawrence or the Mississippi, and around the
world.
Source: http://www.examiner.com/a−672398~Underwater_turbines_use_the
_tide_to_produce_electricity_in_NYC.html

[Return to top]

Chemical Industry and Hazardous Materials Sector

7. April 18, Associated Press — Iraq: U.S. finds nitric acid stash. U.S. forces seized 3,000
gallons of nitric acid in a weapons cache hidden in a warehouse in eastern Baghdad, the
military said Wednesday, April 18. The discovery was made last Thursday during a routine
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cordon and search operation. Three Iraqi suspects were detained in the operation, and other
confiscated items included mobile phones, vehicle license plates, identification cards, batteries
and ammunition. On Tuesday, the military issued a statement saying a dump truck had
overturned north of Baghdad a day earlier, revealing a payload of nitric acid and explosives en
route to attack a joint U.S.−Iraqi security station in Mashahda, 25 miles north of Baghdad. The
military first said the containers were filled with nitric acid, but then said the barrels were filled
only with gasoline.
Source: http://www.chron.com/disp/story.mpl/ap/world/4725332.html

8. April 18, Associated Press — Overturned tanker beside Ocoee River leaks fuel. An
environmental agency spokesperson says a tanker truck overturned beside the Ocoee River and
spilled fuel beside Highway 64 in Polk County, TN. A Tennessee Highway Patrol dispatcher
says the accident happened just after 10 a.m. EDT Wednesday, April 18 −− blocking at least
one lane of Highway 64. A Polk County dispatcher says no one was seriously hurt.
Source: http://www.fox21.com/Global/story.asp?S=6388058&nav=2KPpREdn

9. April 17, Hutchinson News (KS) — Road closed briefly due to spill. Reno County officials
closed a section of Broadacres Road near South Hutchinson, KS, early Tuesday morning, April
17, while ONEOK crews contained a chemical spill near the company's fractionator plant.
According to Reno County Emergency Management officials, nearly 2,300 gallons of natural
gasoline spilled from a vertical storage tank at the plant. South Broadacres Road from 6th
Avenue to Blanchard was closed as a precaution.
Source: http://www.hutchnews.com/news/latest/stories/roadclosed04170 7.shtml

10.April 17, KSL (UT) — Crews contain chlorine leak. Hazmat crews were called to a chlorine
leak at Thatcher Chemical Monday night, April 16, in Salt Lake City, UT. Crews closed roads
near 1900 West 1300 South as a precaution. They have since been reopened. Officials say there
was no threat to the public. But the leak was an inconvenience for people in the area who have
dealt with this type of problem several times throughout the last few years. This leak was
relatively small compared to leaks at Thatcher in the past. It was caused by a small valve in a
chlorine tank that broke.
Source: http://www.ksl.com/?nid=148&sid=1113637

[Return to top]

Defense Industrial Base Sector

11.April 18, New York Times — Army cost−cutting in budget standoff may actually add to
costs. As the Army juggles its financial accounts and cuts logistical corners to maintain combat
operations during a budget standoff between the White House and Congress, efficiency and
economy are likely to be the first casualties. The Army has announced that it would squeeze out
money for the continuing war efforts in Iraq and Afghanistan by requesting the temporary
transfer of $1.6 billion from Air Force and Navy payrolls and slowing the purchase of spare
parts and other supplies not bound for those countries. It also said it would freeze new civilian
hires and suspend some service contracts. Whether in war or in peace, this kind of
stop−and−start spending pattern has long been recognized as one of the chief sources of
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inefficiency and cost overruns in military programs, which are always subject to the shifting
priorities reflected in annual White House budget proposals and subsequent Congressional
spending legislation.
Source: http://www.nytimes.com/2007/04/18/washington/18army.html?_r= 1&oref=slogin

[Return to top]

Banking and Finance Sector

12.April 18, Associated Press — No penalty for tax filers hit by glitch. The Internal Revenue
Service (IRS) said Wednesday, April 18, it would not penalize TurboTax and ProSeries users
whose 11th−hour electronic returns were delayed by Intuit Inc.'s overloaded servers. A record
number of returns from both individual taxpayers and accountants started causing delays early
Tuesday in customers receiving online confirmation that their tax returns were submitted
successfully, said Intuit spokesperson Harry Pforzheimer. As the midnight filing deadline
approached, the problem got worse. During times of peak demand, Intuit was processing 50 to
60 returns per second, he said. IRS spokesperson Bruce Friedland said filers who encountered
delays with Intuit's servers will not be penalized if their returns rolled in late. The reprieve also
extends to people who tried to file Tuesday night but could not.
Source: http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp−dyn/content/article/2007/04
/18/AR2007041800213.html

13.April 18, Reuters — U.S. shuts student database to lenders amid concerns. Following
reports of abuse, the U.S. government on Tuesday, April 17, temporarily barred college loan
firms from accessing the National Student Loan Data System which contains confidential
personal information on millions of student borrowers. The Department of Education said in a
statement that the suspension of access was effective immediately and applied to "lenders, loan
holders, servicers and guaranty agencies." During the suspension, the department "will conduct
a review of the specific uses of (the database) by these entities to determine if there has been
unauthorized usage," said Secretary of Education Margaret Spellings.
Source: http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp−dyn/content/article/2007/04
/18/AR2007041800477.html

14.April 18, InformationWeek — Security researchers warn about online scams taking
advantage of Virginia Tech tragedy. Security researchers are warning people to be watchful
for phishing scams and malware attacks that take advantage of this week's tragedy at Virginia
Tech. The US−CERT issued a warning that users and IT managers should be aware that new
phishing campaigns generally are launched in the wake of tragedies and natural disasters.
Researchers at the government's computer emergency readiness team advised users to remain
cautious when receiving unsolicited e−mail that could be a potential phishing attempt. Graham
Cluley, a senior technology consultant for Sophos, told InformationWeek that malware authors
and spammers also try to take advantage of major news events, like the killings at the Virginia
school.
US−CERT Warning: http://www.us−cert.gov/current/current_activity.html#phish
Source: http://www.informationweek.com/news/showArticle.jhtml?articl eID=199100557
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15.April 18, Computerworld — Personal information on some 14,000 employees compromised
at Ohio State. A database intrusion by foreign hackers may have compromised Social Security
numbers and other sensitive data belonging to more than 14,000 current and former employees
at Ohio State University. The break−ins occurred on March 31 and April 1 and were detected
the following day by university IT staffers. Access to the compromised database was
immediately shut down so the school could assess the extent of the breach and prevent further
compromises, a spokesperson said. The breached database contained employee data including
names, Social Security numbers, employee ID numbers and dates of birth, but no salary or
other financial information. In total, the database contained more than 190,000 records out of
which only 14,000 or so are believed to have been compromised. Preliminary investigations
have shown that the attacks were launched from at least three separate IP addresses from
outside the country. In a separate incident, the school last week also sent out letters to about
3,500 current and former chemistry students informing them of the potential compromise of
their sensitive data after the theft of two laptops from a professor's Columbus−area home in
February. The laptops held names, Social Security numbers and grade information about the
students.
Source: http://www.computerworld.com/action/article.do?command=viewA
rticleBasic&articleId=9017042&intsrc=hm_list

16.April 17, GovExec — Auditors cite security problems with IRS wireless networks. The
Internal Revenue Service (IRS) has jeopardized sensitive taxpayer information by failing to
lock down its wireless networks, according to an audit report released Tuesday, April 17. The
report from the Treasury Inspector General for Tax Administration cited weaknesses similar to
those described in a 2003 assessment. In that report, auditors found unauthorized wireless
devices directly connected to an IRS−wide network. They recommended that the agency issue
policies and procedures for the use of wireless technology and scan for unauthorized networks
and devices. But an inspection of 20 IRS buildings in 10 cities in 2006 found at least one
unauthorized wireless network and strong indications of three others. While the unauthorized
network was not directly connected to the agencywide network, anyone with a wireless
detection tool could pick up the signal and gain access to a computer connected to it, auditors
found. In addition, an improperly configured agency computer connected to the wireless
network could give a hacker access to the agencywide network. The IRS agreed with the audit
recommendations, which included using tools to scan the entire agency network for unapproved
wireless devices and giving employees periodic advice on the risks of using wireless networks.
Report: http://www.govexec.com/pdfs/200720060fr.pdf
Source: http://www.govexec.com/dailyfed/0407/041707p1.htm

[Return to top]

Transportation and Border Security Sector

17.April 18, Boston Globe — Coast Guard to manage fleet update. After months of criticism
and setbacks, the Coast Guard announced on Tuesday, April 17, that it was taking over
management of its $24 billion fleet modernization project, known as Deepwater, thus curtailing
the role of two military contractors that had been hired to run the job. The move by Admiral
Thad W. Allen, the Coast Guard commandant, is a major embarrassment for the contractors,
which had formed a partnership to oversee the delivery of 91 new ships and more than 240 new
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or rebuilt aircraft. All three major classes of ships have had serious problems. Allen said that
eight renovated 123−foot patrol boats were so unseaworthy they would be permanently retired.
The setbacks have undermined earlier assertions that private contractors, not the government,
are best suited to manage such a complex project. Allen said Deepwater had stumbled because
the Coast Guard and its contractors put more emphasis on trying to honor a construction
schedule than on worrying about the cost and performance of ships being built.
Source: http://www.boston.com/news/nation/washington/articles/2007/0
4/18/coast_guard_to_manage_fleet_update/

18.April 18, Associated Press — Charlotte, North Carolina, has fastest−growing airport in
U.S. The growth of US Airways has helped make Charlotte−Douglas International Airport the
fastest growing major airport in the nation, figures show. The additional 1.7 million passengers
for the six months ending in February represents a 13 percent increase compared to the same
period ending in February 2006, according to an analysis of the country's 30 largest airports by
the Charlotte Observer. "Booming is an understatement," said Jerry Orr, aviation director at
Charlotte−Douglas, which is US Airways' largest hub. Orr said the airport is reconsidering
long−term expansion plans that already include a new 9,000 foot runway, which would be the
airport's fourth. Also helping US Airways in Charlotte is Delta's reduction of capacity in
Atlanta, its biggest hub. That has driven up prices in Atlanta and brought more connecting
passengers to Charlotte, US Airways President Scott Kirby believes.
Source: http://www.usatoday.com/travel/flights/2007−04−18−charlotte−
airport−is−fastest−growing_N.htm

19.April 18, Union Advocate (MN) — Scott County derailment exposes safety issues. On March
23, a wooden trestle bridge in Scott County collapsed beneath a Union Pacific freight train
carrying sugar to Chaska, MN. Six train cars plummeted from the bridge into the Minnesota
River, and two sunk to the bottom and remained submerged in the river. Proponents of a bill
now before the Minnesota legislature say the incident in Scott County underscores the need for
improved railroad−track safety across Minnesota. The Railroad Walkway Safety Act would
re−establish the position of state rail safety inspector. It also would improve track and bridge
inspections and shore up walkway areas, where train crews work regularly while on the
railroad. Most states employ rail safety inspectors. Wisconsin, which has 3,400 miles of track,
employs three; Iowa, with 4,000 miles of track, employs two; and Illinois, with 7,000 miles of
track, employs six. Minnesota has 4,200 miles of track and no state railroad inspector. The state
had two safety inspectors until the positions were abolished in 1985. Minnesota now has two
federal track inspectors, who also cover Wisconsin. Beyond inspecting track, a statewide
inspector would monitor rail yards and industry tracks, where workers are on and about the cars
around the clock. Switching operations have caused an average of 10.4 fatalities per year
nationwide since 1992, as well as 14 amputations and 106 severe injuries.
Source: http://www.workdayminnesota.org/index.php?news_6_3036

20.April 18, Department of Transportation — Federal Railroad Administrator releases results
of track inspections on CSX. Federal Railroad Administrator Joseph H. Boardman on
Wednesday, April 18, announced that 78 track defects and one serious violation were found by
Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) inspectors during a recent audit of CSX tracks in
upstate New York. In addition, FRA’s ongoing review of rail safety in New York is being
expanded to other railroads. Administrator Boardman added that as a result of the inspections,
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CSX has committed to strengthen track standards, deploy additional safety technology and
develop a stronger safety culture. FRA will be vigilant in making sure CSX undertakes these
preventative measures, especially improvements in the way they manage routine track
inspections, and in fostering safety awareness among employees. He added that among the
other rail lines in New York FRA will be inspecting are those of Norfolk Southern Railway,
Canadian Pacific Railway, the New York Susquehanna & Western. As part of the agency’s
National Rail Safety Action Plan, FRA will triple the number of track miles inspected each year
to about 100,000 miles.
Source: http://www.dot.gov/affairs/fra1207.htm

[Return to top]

Postal and Shipping Sector

Nothing to report.
[Return to top]

Agriculture Sector

21.April 18, IRIN — Yemen government combats wheat killer disease. Yemen’s government
has launched a campaign to combat a virulent and potentially devastating wheat disease after
the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) recently warned of its spread to
the Arabian Peninsular from east Africa. "Yemen, in particular, should be on the alert, step up
field monitoring and training and prepare for direct control interventions in disease hot spots,”
FAO said on April 12. The disease is known as wheat stem rust, wheat black rust or puccinia
graminis. FAO confirmed in a recent field mission to Yemen that a particularly virulent strain
of the disease, called Ug99, had affected wheat fields in the country for the first time. Ug99
gets its name from its place and date of discovery −− Uganda in 1999. It subsequently spread to
Kenya and Ethiopia, according to FAO. “It appears that the Ug99 strain found in Yemen is
already more virulent than the one found in east Africa. There is a high risk that the disease
could also spread to Sudan," FAO said. The fungus can spread rapidly and has the potential to
cause global crop epidemics and wheat harvest losses of several billion dollars. This could lead
to increased wheat prices and local or regional food shortages.
Source: http://www.irinnews.org/Report.aspx?ReportId=71677

22.April 16, Bismarck Tribune (ND) — North Dakota CWD test results all negative. North
Dakota deer and elk populations remain free of chronic wasting disease (CWD), according to
test results recently received by the North Dakota Game and Fish Department. Last fall, North
Dakota hunters submitted samples for testing from 2,993 wild deer, 37 elk and four moose
collected during the 2006 hunting season. All those samples tested negative. Since 2002, nearly
8,500 North Dakota deer and 147 elk have tested negative for CWD. To date, CWD has not
been diagnosed in wild or farmed deer or elk in North Dakota.
CWD information: http://www.cwd−info.org/
Source: http://www.bismarcktribune.com/articles/2007/04/16/news/upda
te/doc4623a5522f08e469684779.txt
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[Return to top]

Food Sector

23.April 17, U.S. Food and Drug Administration — Natural Balance Pet Foods issues recall on
specific dog and cat food products. Natural Balance, Pacoima, CA, is issuing a voluntary
nationwide recall for all of its Venison dog products and the dry Venison cat food only,
regardless of date codes. The recalled products include Venison and Brown Rice canned and
bagged dog foods, Venison and Brown Rice dog treats, and Venison and Green Pea dry cat
food. Recent laboratory results show that the products contain melamine. The recall was
prompted by consumer complaints received by Natural Balance involving a small number of
cats and dogs that developed kidney failure after eating the affected product. The source of the
melamine appears to be a rice protein concentrate, which was recently added to the dry venison
formulas. Natural Balance does not use wheat gluten, which was associated with the previous
melamine contamination.
Source: http://www.fda.gov/oc/po/firmrecalls/naturalbalance04_07.htm l

24.April 16, U.S. Food and Drug Administration — Dog chews recalled. T.W. Enterprises of
Ferndale, WA, Monday, April 16, alerted consumers that it is recalling certain dog chews it
markets because they may be contaminated with Salmonella. Samples tested by the U.S. Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) of the product indicate that the dog chew products
manufactured by T.W. Enterprises may be contaminated. People handling these treats can
become infected with Salmonella. T.W. Enterprises Inc. manufactured these dog chews and
distributed them throughout the U.S. under its name. The affected products were distributed
before March 22, 2007 to retail locations and are non−coded, i.e. they have no batch code or
other identifying marks. T.W. Enterprises has made contact with all of its consignees and has
been informed the affected product has been pulled from store shelves.
Source: http://www.fda.gov/oc/po/firmrecalls/twenterprises04_07.html

[Return to top]

Water Sector

Nothing to report.
[Return to top]

Public Health Sector

25.April 18, New York Times — First vaccine against avian flu is approved as interim
measure. The first vaccine against avian flu won government approval Tuesday, April 17. The
vaccine, made by Sanofi Pasteur, is directed against the H5N1 strain of influenza virus, which
some public health experts say could possibly spark a deadly epidemic of flu in humans. The
federal government has already stockpiled enough of the vaccine to treat 6.5 million people.
Yesterday’s approval by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration means the vaccine is no longer
considered experimental and therefore could be dispensed during a pandemic without requiring
each recipient to sign a form giving informed consent. The vaccine, approved for adults 18 to
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64, will not be available for sale to the general public. It will be dispensed only by the
government in the event of a pandemic under rules that have yet to be fully worked out. The
vaccine is expected to protect only about 45 percent of people who get it. Achieving even the
45 percent rate of protection requires two injections 28 days apart, which could also slow the
response during a flu outbreak. It also requires high doses, limiting the number of injections
that could be produced during a pandemic.
Source: http://www.nytimes.com/2007/04/18/health/18flu.html?_r=1&ore f=slogin

26.April 17, Agence France−Presse — Cases of resistant tuberculosis in Swaziland. At least 60
cases of multi−drug resistant tuberculosis (MDR−TB) have been detected this year in the
southern African kingdom of Swaziland, the health ministry said on Tuesday, April 17. Themba
Dlamini, Swaziland's tuberculosis program manager, said that none of those with the disease
had died but added that they had all been placed in isolated wards in hospital. MDR strains
thwart the first line of antibiotics that are conventionally used to treat TB.
Source: http://news.yahoo.com/s/afp/20070417/hl_afp/swazilandhealth_
070417173150;_ylt=AnABFMGxizTDrZY00LXBsGuJOrgF

27.April 17, Associated Press — Devices seized amid sterility concerns. U.S. marshals and U.S.
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) investigators on Tuesday, April 17, began seizing heart
valves and other implantable medical devices made from cow and pig tissue by a New Jersey
company because of concerns about their sterility. The seizure from Shelhigh Inc. was expected
to net an estimated one million parts and finished products, said FDA spokesperson Heidi
Rebello. The FDA said it had found significant problems in the Union, NJ, company's
manufacturing processes. The federal officials seized all implantable medical devices from the
company, saying the problems could compromise their safety and effectiveness, including the
sterility of the implants. The products include pediatric heart valves and conduits, or tube−like
devices for blood flow, as well as surgical patches, arterial grafts and annuloplasty rings used to
help repair heart valves. The seizure followed an inspection of the company by the FDA last
fall. The agency also warned Shelhigh about the problems during meetings and in two warning
letters, sent in 2000 and 2005. The earlier letter cited multiple reports of infections and other
problems with some of Shelhigh's products.
Source: http://abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory?id=3050153

[Return to top]

Government Sector

28.April 18, KARE 11 News (MN) — University of Minnesota evacuates buildings. Eight
buildings at the University of Minnesota−Minneapolis, basically all the buildings in the
Northrop Mall area, were evacuated on Wednesday, April 18,after a professor found a note
indicating a bomb threat. The note specifically named five buildings and an administration
building, so campus officials added three and evacuated Appleby, Smith, Kolthoff, Fraiser,
Johnston and Morrill halls, as well as Walter Library and the Science Classrooms. The
Minneapolis bomb squad was called to the campus after the note was found in Smith Hall
around 12:15 CDT.
Source: http://www.kare11.com/news/news_article.aspx?storyid=251469
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[Return to top]

Emergency Services Sector

29.April 17, Federal Emergency Management Agency — Storm−Based Warnings will be
implemented on October 1, 2007. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s
(NOAA) National Weather Service (NWS) will introduce this fall storm−based warnings for
tornadoes, severe thunderstorms, flash floods, and marine hazards that are more geographically
specific for these short−duration weather events. Currently, such warnings are issued
countywide. Storm−Based Warnings (threat−based polygon warnings) are essential to
effectively warn for severe weather. Storm−Based Warnings show the specific meteorological
or hydrological threat area and are not restricted to geopolitical boundaries. By focusing on the
true threat area, warning polygons will improve NWS warning accuracy and quality.
Storm−Based Warnings will promote improved graphical warning displays, and in partnership
with the private sector, support a wider warning distribution through cell phone alerts, pagers,
and Web−enabled Personal Data Assistants. When issuing a warning, the NWS will specify
areas within a county and refer to commonly known landmarks such as highways or rivers.
Source: http://www.fema.gov/emergency/reports/2007/nat041707.shtm

30.April 17, Department of Homeland Security — DHS announces $29.1 million available for
national preparedness training initiatives. The Department of Homeland Security’s (DHS)
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) announced the availability today of $29.1
million to eligible state, local, tribal, and territorial governments, national associations, higher
education institutions, non−profit organizations, and private sector businesses as a part of the
2007 Competitive Training Grant Program (CTGP). This program awards funds to
competitively selected applicants to develop and deliver innovative training programs for high
priority national homeland security training needs. CTGP provides funds to support training
initiatives that are national in scope and further the department’s mission of preparing the
nation to prevent, protect against, respond to, and recover from catastrophic events. The
emphasis this fiscal year is on the development and delivery of courses in one of the following
five focus areas: 1) Public communications; 2) Executive leadership of homeland security
programs; 3) Intergovernmental coordination and planning; 4) Managing homeland security
risks; and 5) Legal issues in preparation, response, and recovery.
Source: http://www.dhs.gov/xnews/releases/pr_1176844091954.shtm

31.April 17, Associated Press — Indiana training center to expand, simulate nuclear
detonation. A major training exercise designed to simulate the response to a nuclear detonation
is planned next month at a southern Indiana military training center −− site getting a $100
million renovation to help soldiers prepare for urban warfare and disasters. The revamped
Muscatatuck Urban Training Center in Jennings County, IN, will replicate a city environment
where up to 40,000 active and reserve soldiers can train each year by the time the expansion is
completed in 2012, officials said Tuesday, April 17. One of the first major training exercises at
the site will be held from May 10−18. The drill will simulate the response to a nuclear device
going off in a major metropolitan area.
Source: http://www.jconline.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20070417/ NEWS09/70417023
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32.April 17, KABC−TV (CA) — Major disaster drill under way in Los Angeles. A major
disaster drill is underway in Los Angeles, CA, this week. The California National Guard is
performing Operation Vector, where they are training emergency crews in scenarios from
earthquake response to terrorism. The California National Guard and Los Angeles' first
responders are testing themselves and their ability to work as a team in the event of a major
disaster. Tuesday, April 17, was the first of three days of disaster drills around Los Angeles.
Wednesday's drills will take place in the Hollywood Hills, where a mock chemical attack will
be staged, and at the Port of Los Angeles, where a Coast Guard cutter will stand in for a cruise
ship under siege. On Thursday, the exercise will center on responses to a plane crash over
Universal Studios.
Source: http://abclocal.go.com/kabc/story?section=local&id=5217874

33.April 16, Washington Technology — DARPA wants creative concepts to solve complex
catastrophes. The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) is seeking
innovative ideas and concepts that can advance the area of strategic collaboration. The agency
wants interested individuals and organizations to submit white papers on technologies and
concepts that could form the basis for a DARPA program to develop a network−enabled
collaborative environment. Ultimately, the networked environment would bring together large
numbers of people with different experiences, cultures and expertise to address the complex
problems of large−scale disaster recovery and relief operations. The recent and increasing
prominence of Stability, Security, Transition and Reconstruction (SSTR) and Humanitarian
Assistance and Disaster Relief (HADR) operations pose new challenges for the U.S. military,
according to DARPA. These operations involve a large, diverse mix of military organizations,
nonmilitary government organizations, regional and international government agencies,
nongovernmental organizations, private volunteer organizations, individual volunteers and the
local population, the request for information states. These disaster relief and reconstruction
operations exceed the ability of any one actor or organization to solve or even comprehend,
DARPA officials said. Participants in SSTR/HADR operations have to collaborate across
domains, organizations, cultures and languages.
Source: http://www.washingtontechnology.com/online/1_1/30465−1.html? topic=defense

[Return to top]

Information Technology and Telecommunications Sector

34.April 18, IDG News Service — Microsoft: DNS patch to potentially come by May 8.
Microsoft hopes to fix by May 8 a critical flaw in Windows Domain Name System (DNS)
servers that is being exploited by online criminals, the company said late Tuesday, April 17.
Microsoft has been under pressure to address the flaw, reported last week, since software that
exploits it has now been widely disseminated, and criminals are beginning to use it in attacks.
On Monday, security experts confirmed that variants of the Rinbot worm (also called Nirbot by
some vendors) had been scanning networks for vulnerable systems and then attempting to
exploit the DNS bug. Microsoft characterizes the level of attacks as "not widespread."
Source: http://www.infoworld.com/article/07/04/18/HNmsdnspatch_1.htm l

35.April 18, Associated Press — BlackBerry service being restored. BlackBerry service was
being restored Wednesday morning, April 18, after an overnight outage that left millions of
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users without mobile access to their e−mail on the popular device. Research in Motion Ltd., the
Canadian company that provides the devices and e−mail service, said the service interruption
began Tuesday night, affecting users in North America. "Root cause is currently under review,
but service for most customers was restored overnight and RIM is closely monitoring systems
in order to maintain normal service levels," the statement from RIM said. It wasn't immediately
clear whether the problems affected all cellular carriers that offer BlackBerry service.
Source: http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/20070418/ap_on_hi_te/blackberry_o
utage;_ylt=Aj1kkX1lAbPzP0qzp.9IhXQjtBAF

36.April 18, InformationWeek — Hackers attack PowerPoint more than Microsoft Word. For
the first time, PowerPoint has surpassed Microsoft Word as the most common exploit vector,
and hackers are increasingly pinpointing their enterprise attacks, according to a report out
Wednesday, April 18, from MessageLabs. There's one specific gang that's running up the
numbers on PowerPoint attacks. Most of the attacks are originating from an IP address within
Taiwan, noted the MessageLabs report. The company also pointed out in its study of March
messaging attacks that hackers are foregoing the traditional widespread attack for targeted
attacks. Instead of spamming out hundreds of thousands of e−mails to try to trick users into
divulging critical information, a hacker sends one very specific e−mail to one or two people in a
specific position inside the same company.
Source: http://www.informationweek.com/news/showArticle.jhtml?articl eID=199100538

37.April 17, eWeek — Wireless problems played part in chaos at Virginia Tech. The inability
of students and others at Virginia Tech in Blacksburg, VA, to make cell phone calls during the
April 16 shooting tragedy added to the chaos surrounding the events of the day. Many students
reported being unable to gain access to the wireless phone system either to place a voice call or
to send text messages. The reason appeared to be due to a massive increase in wireless call
volume, according to carriers serving the Virginia Tech campus. Verizon Wireless
spokesperson John Johnson acknowledged that for awhile during the heaviest call volumes on
April 16, some calls did not go through. "We did see some call blocking," Johnson said. "We
did also see some heavy text message traffic." Cingular/AT&T's Mark Siegel said that his
company also saw very heavy call volumes, but saw no call blocking. "We had no problems
with text messaging," Siegel noted. "It's a great alternative in these situations." Part of the
problem, notes Verizon's Johnson, is that wireless companies have to build their networks to
handle the demand that they anticipate. "We are engineered to handle heavy call volume there
[Blacksburg]. But of course you can't engineer for a tragedy on this scale," he said.
Source: http://www.eweek.com/article2/0,1895,2115133,00.asp

38.April 17, Associated Press — Digital TV will cause analog blackout. Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) Commissioner Michael Copps on Tuesday, April 17,
called for greater efforts to educate the public about a government−mandated switch−over to
digital television signals in two years. Copps, appearing alongside fellow Commissioner
Deborah Taylor Tate, told the annual convention of the National Association of Broadcasters
that there was a possibility of serious disruptions when analog TV signals go off the air on
February 17, 2009. When the change to digital television or "DTV" occurs, viewers who don't
have digital−compatible televisions and use traditional antennas won't be able to view broadcast
TV signals unless they have a digital converter box. With the deadline less than two years
away, concerns have been growing that not enough people are aware of the switch−over or
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what will need to be done to make sure their sets still work. Many are also concerned that not
enough is being done to prepare for a smooth switch−over. Digital converter boxes aren't in
stores yet and aren't likely to go on sale until next January, about a year before the change.
Copps called for more efforts in both the private and public sector to educate the public about
the issue.
Source: http://www.azcentral.com/business/consumer/articles/0417biz− fcctv17−ON.html

39.April 17, IDG News Service — Update: Oracle glitch leaves critical Windows flaw
unpatched. Some Oracle Corp. customers using the Windows operating system will have to
wait another two weeks to receive a critical software update to their database software, thanks
to a glitch that came up in testing the company's latest patches. On Tuesday, April 17, Oracle
unveiled its quarterly release of software patches, fixing not only database flaws, but also bugs
in a host of other applications. In total, the patches fix 36 vulnerabilities, 13 of which relate
directly to the database. However, the most serious database flaw discussed in April's Critical
Patch Update will not actually become available for users of the 9.2.0.8 version of Oracle's
database until April 30, due to an issue that was uncovered in testing, said Darius Wiles, a
manager with Oracle Security Alerts. The bug affects only the Windows platform and is
patched on all other supported versions of the database, he added. That flaw, known as DB01,
is in the Core RDBMS (relational database management system) used by Oracle's database. It
can be remotely exploited over the network and unlike most of the database flaws, an attacker
does not need to have authentication rights to the database to exploit the problem.
Source: http://www.computerworld.com/action/article.do?command=viewA
rticleBasic&articleId=9016958&intsrc=hm_list

40.April 16, Federal Communications Commission — FCC begins inquiries on broadband data
and deployment. The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) on Monday, April 16,
announced two proceedings focused on evaluating broadband deployment. The first is a Notice
of Inquiry (NOI) under Section 706 of the Telecommunications Act of 1996 into whether
broadband services are being deployed to all Americans in a reasonable and timely fashion. The
second is a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking exploring ways to collect information the
Commission needs to set broadband policy in the future. Both actions recognize the critical
importance of broadband services to the nation’s present and future prosperity. The NOI is the
fifth such inquiry conducted by the Commission under Section 706 of the Telecommunications
Act of 1996, which requires the Commission to determine whether broadband services are
being deployed to all Americans in a reasonable and timely fashion. Among the questions the
Commission asks in the NOI is how to define broadband in light of the rapid technological
changes occurring in the marketplace, including the development of higher speed services and
new broadband platforms. The Commission will also focus on the availability of broadband,
including in rural and other hard−to−serve areas; on whether consumers are adopting new
services; and on the level of competition in the marketplace.
Source: http://hraunfoss.fcc.gov/edocs_public/attachmatch/DOC−272365 A1.pdf

Internet Alert Dashboard

To report cyber infrastructure incidents or to request information, please contact US−CERT at soc@us−cert.gov or visit
their Website: www.us−cert.gov.
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Information on IT information sharing and analysis can be found at the IT ISAC (Information Sharing and Analysis Center)
Website: https://www.it−isac.org/.
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Commercial Facilities/Real Estate, Monument &Icons Sector

Nothing to report.
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General Sector

Nothing to report.
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DHS Daily Open Source Infrastructure Report Contact Information

DHS Daily Open Source Infrastructure Reports − The DHS Daily Open Source Infrastructure
Report is a daily [Monday through Friday] summary of open−source published information
concerning significant critical infrastructure issues. The DHS Daily Open Source Infrastructure
Report is archived for ten days on the Department of Homeland Security Website:
http://www.dhs.gov/iaipdailyreport

DHS Daily Open Source Infrastructure Report Contact Information

Content and Suggestions:
Send mail to dhsdailyadmin@mail.dhs.osis.gov or contact the DHS
Daily Report Team at (703) 983−3644.

Subscription and Distribution Information:
Send mail to dhsdailyadmin@mail.dhs.osis.gov or contact the DHS
Daily Report Team at (703) 983−3644 for more information.

Contact DHS

To report physical infrastructure incidents or to request information, please contact the National Infrastructure
Coordinating Center at nicc@dhs.gov or (202) 282−9201.

To report cyber infrastructure incidents or to request information, please contact US−CERT at soc@us−cert.gov or
visit their Web page at www.us−cert.gov.

Department of Homeland Security Disclaimer
 The DHS Daily Open Source Infrastructure Report is a non−commercial publication intended to educate and inform
personnel engaged in infrastructure protection. Further reproduction or redistribution is subject to original copyright
restrictions. DHS provides no warranty of ownership of the copyright, or accuracy with respect to the original source
material.
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